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What is “Authentic” Travel?
by Chase Binder

Recently I saw an ad for a
tour company that promised
“authentic” vacations around the
world. Guaranteed! Interesting,
I thought. I wondered how
they defined the word, and how
that would translate into their
itineraries. After all, no matter
your reason for traveling, you
undoubtedly seek an authentic
encounter. Otherwise, why go to
Paris when you can see a replica
of the Eiffel Tower in Las Vegas?
Why go to Africa when you
can see big cats in the “wild” at
Disney World?
After a look at the tour
company’s website, I suspected
the company had figured out that
the word “authentic” is one of
the newer phrases in marketing
travel. It grabs the attention of
millennials and newly-retired
baby boomers alike. But in
actuality, this particular company
had merely updated their
itineraries to include afternoons
on your own for exploring and
a few small group opportunities
to visit a local family for lunch.
Everything else was by-the-book.
For us, the word authentic
is more nuanced, especially as it
relates to our travel. When Bud
and I leave home, we always try to
shed the concept of being tourists
and delve into a destination as
deeply as possible—be it another
state or country. This approach
has led us to some truly authentic,
truly memorable experiences.
Like years ago, when we asked
a very local cabbie to show us
around the Puerto Plata in the
Dominican Republic. He drove
us all around, speaking very little
English, but somehow crafting
communication
that
served
nicely. Part way through, he
veered off to a modest but wellcared for local neighborhood.
It was lunch time and he took
us to his home! His wife seemed
a bit surprised, but cheerfully
gave us drinks and snacks.
There was a lot more smiling
than conversation—we speak
just a few words of Spanish. But
how unforgettable! This wasn’t a
paid-in-advance, manufactured
experience. This was spontaneous
and surprisingly authentic.
So what is authentic travel? In
my mind it’s travel that provides
meaningful interaction at the
personal and cultural levels.
It’s engaging and interactive.
It’s fun and memorable. It can
lead to surprising and lasting
friendships. It can help us see and

understand both how different
and how similar we really all are.
It can educate us and lift us above
all the noise surrounding global
(and even our own) politics. And
it’s really, really hard to schedule
or buy in advance. It kind of just
happens.
So how do you have an authentic travel experience? First,
open your yourself to the new
and different. Instead of booking
a pre-packaged tour, try FIT
(Foreign Independent Travel—
see December 2017 Travel Talk).
Work with someone who truly
knows the area you want to
visit, tell them you want lots of
time for exploring—and use that
time! Bud and I spent a day in
Prague just riding the mass
transit routes out to the suburbs.
We got to see the city from a
new perspective, had some very
interesting conversations—all for
a very few dollars. A Vancouver
resident suggested the idea to us
many years ago and we have used
it often. It gets you another level
closer to the actual city from the
canned hop-on/hop-off tour.
One thing that helps make
connections is knowing the
language - or at least a few basic
phrases. We like to learn at
least please, thank you, excuse
me and (importantly) where is
the bathroom? In truth, many,
many countries teach English as
a second language. And often
residents will want to practice
their English, especially if you
are way, way off the beaten path.
But how nice for them to see us
Americans making an effort to
kind and considerate!! You will
find learning a few phrases brings
smiles and opens unexpected
doors.
Few things mark a culture
more than the food served. Again,
try and be open-minded (though I
did draw the line at fried crickets

in Cambodia). Try and avoid
tourist restaurants (they are more
expensive anyway) and go really
local. How do you find these? If
you have a car, drive around and
look for restaurants with parking
lots full of local cars. See a big
tourist bus? Drive on by! Or ask
the bell boy (NOT the concierge
who could get kick-backs from
certain restaurants) where he
and his family go to celebrate
family events. We had one of the
best meals ever in Rome using
this trick! But don’t be afraid to
try international chains—they
will most certainly look at menu
items and even service differently
than you are used to. We ate at
a Pizza Hut in Beijing once and
were stunned to see waiters in
tuxes with white gloves and a
wine steward! What a hoot!
Another way to connect
locally is to rent local houses
instead of staying at hotels.
This is easier than ever with the
internet, but Bud and I have been
doing it since long before online
searches and booking. The trick?
Go really, really local once you’re
there. Take walks. Buy food in
the local grocery store. Visit
local department stores where
the residents shop—prices will be
better and I guarantee you’ll find
it interesting. Pop into the corner
market—this is how we found a
local grandmother near Sorrento,
Italy who made table wine for
the locals. Five dollars for a fivegallon jug, red or white—but
you had to return the jug. I won’t
tell you how many jugs we went
through!
We’re in the planning stages
now for a trip to the UK—not
touristy London, but a tiny village
in the Cotswolds followed by a
trip to the Scottish highlands. My
dream? It will be all about local
pubs and hedgerow-lined lanes.
NEVER FEAR! The pieces on
the Harris’s world cruise
is in progress and will be
coming soon. We appreciate
your patience as we work
out some technical issues fo
a great story!.
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